Summarj/ port expansion, it seems apparent that some means The ability to transfer airline passengers must be found to relieve the traffic load at the between aircraft in flight, if adequately devemetropolitan terminals.
The Aerial Relay System loped and integrated into the national airconcept which is described here is proposed as one transportation system, could provide significant means of relief. The concept would permit the improvements in transportation-system performance, heavy flow of metropolitan and regional traffic, in terms of airport congestion, fuel consumption, which today must pass through the terminal, to and passenger service.
The proposed Aerial Relay remain diffused throughout the areas where it is System concept, which was developed as a means of generated. 
2). If the air transportation
system is to continue to grow in the absence of a program of air-A major ingredient in the rapid growth of air transportation was the fact that the cost of going *Aerospace Engineer into business was extremely small by comparison # J°'l with other modes of the day.
The prestige and air transportation had changed to the extent that glamour associated with air travel was enough to it had become almost impossible to increase the induce civic leaders in every community of any capacity of the airport system to accommodate the size to promote the acquisition of an airport by rising demand.
The change in attitude is easily which the community could be connected to the understood, since the airports which the system growing airline route network; local airports were needs are large regional hub terminals, not local a source of civic pride as well as business opporairports serving local communities. People living tunity and the public supported their development, in the neighborhood of a regional terminal feel no Once the airport was established and operating, sense of community spirit toward the service it the Federal Government provided the support performs, and resent its dominating presence. necessary to assure that safe operating conditions Thus, by the mid-1960's, the airport system had were maintained.
The prospective airline operaalmost ceased to expand, and the increase in traftor, in order to enter the business, simply had to fic began to depend more than ever on the provide an airplane and hire a pilot. There were increasing size of transport aircraft. no roadways to acquire and maintain, and there were no long lists of municipalities to whom proThe brief respite in the rising demand which perty taxes had to be paid, as was the case for resulted from the temporary slump of the early the railroads.
This in short hops from one city to also to the local airports in smaller cities which another as they shuttle passengers to and from the are now served by connections through the metropoliners.
To examine the feeder operation, consider litan hub terminals. a westbound liner and a westbound feeder flying from city A to city B, as indicated in Figure 5 . The feeder would leave city A at the appropriate Relay-System Vehicle Desiqn time to rendezvous with the liner approximately midway between the two cities.
It would takeoff, At the present stage in the development of the climb, and accelerate along a programmed flight Relay system it is clearly premature to be conpath designed to bring it onto the flight path of cerned with system details at the level of a carethe westbound liner at the proper time and at the ful preliminary design of the system vehicles. proper speed for the docking maneuver.
The The system would also be extended to Baggage Handling System the loading gates at the feeder airRorts, to allow the chairs to be removed from the feeder aircraft so as to be left on the ground when not in use.
In the Relay system as it is now conceived, the passenger baggage would be handled by a A Relay-system passenger would enter the separate, parallel system in a manner which is system at the feeder airport, after checking his analogous to the existing provisions for handling baggage, and be assigned a chair. On the basis of however, the feeder cycle time must also be comcurrent rates, however, the substitution of patible with the schedule time of the liner. If 500 pounds of cargo for each passenger seat (as the feeder route is such that it meets the liner discussed previously) would produce essentially no at the same geographical point in every cycle (as change in revenue.
Under these conditions the in the case of a feeder which always operates from cargo operation would no doubt be more profitable the same airport) then the feeder cycle time must than the passenger operation.
The effective be an integral multiple of the schedule period. system capacity for passenger traffic may thereIf the feeder hop takes it downrange along the fore depend on the amount of cargo carried during liner route each cycle, however, the relation is the day, rather than on the amount of passenger altered by the time increment required for the traffic that could be attracted to the wee-hour liner to fly the downrange distance which the slack period, feeder has moved since the last rendezvous. Thus, for example, a one-hour liner schedule would require feeder cycle times such as one, two, or Liner Seating Capacity three hours, if the feeders did not move along the liner route. However, if the feeders moved downThe gross seating capacity, in seat-miles per range along the liner route a distance equivalent day, of a l_ner system with a given number of to a half-hour of liner travel (here about 215 modules can, of course, be determined immediately miles for the 430-knot liner) between successive by taking the product of the module seating caparendezvous on a given cycle, for example, then the city, the module velocity, and the average number feeder-cycle time for this cycle must be 1.5, 2. Thus it would be depending on the factors discussed above, reasonable to assume a 1.5-hour average cycle time for the feeder aircraft under good conditions. For a system which is not so highly developed, a Feeder/Liner Fleet Mix two-hour cycle should be adequate.
The number of feeders required to serve a To find a representative value for the number given fleet of liners operating along a given of feeders required to serve each liner module, route depends to some extent on the details of the then, we may take the 1.5-hour feeder cycle, distribution of the desired feeder service. The together with a two-hour average trip time on the ratio of the number of feeders in the fleet to the liner and the nominal seating capacities of two number of liner modules can be developed analytihundred and eight hundred seats for the two cally, however, for the nominal case in which all vehicles. With the assumption that the average the feeders can operate on a uniform schedule (for load factors for the two systems of vehicles are example, one cycle every two hours).
Since the equal, the above relation for the ratio of the rate at which passengers are delivered to the number of feeders to the number of liner modules liners by the feeders must equal the rate at which gives passengers are carried by the liners, then it can be shown that the feeder/module ratio must be f/m = (1.5/2)/(200/800) = 3 (f/m) = (tf/tm)/(Sf kf/Sm km) This is intended to be a reasonable number for the feeder/module ratio for a well-developed system. At the outset, the average feeder cycle would more where f and m are the numbers of feeders and liner likely be two hours, for which case four feeders modules in operation, tf and t m are the average would be required for each liner module, assuming times for the passenger cycles in the two types of vehicles, Sf and Sm are the seating capacities, the route parameters to be as discussed above. and kf and km are the load factors.
Fleet Capacity for Primary Service The passenger-cycle times for both vehicles depend on the various parameters which describe Another useful relation concerns the size of the route.
For the liner modules, the average the liner-module fleet required to serve a given time spent is proportional to the length of the average trip.
Since the average airline trip in number of airports at the primary frequency of the current U.S. domestic travel is about 900 nautical route. For the purpose of this calculation it is miles, in the well-developed Relay system the assumed that the system involves only_ airaverage stay time of the passengers on the liners ports which are served by both arriving and departing feeders on every pass of a liner in would be about two hours, either direction. It can be seen that the rate at which the system produces distance-weighted trafwhich are too close together to warrant use of the fic flow (passenger-miles) can be determined in system to travel between them. It should be noted that the curve set in will be shown, the Relay system can be implemented Figure 9 assumes The gross seating capacity associated area along one of the other two tracks. This with having forty modules on this twice-daily maneuver acts to mix the passenger volumes of the route is also shown on the figure.
This gross liners on the different routes, thereby extending capacity level is somewhat misleading, however, the various inflight-transfer-system economies (as because it neglects the important effects of timediscussed for the single-corridor one-dimensional of-day on demand. It also neglects the fact that route) to the two-dimensional grid route. the current fleet carries belly cargo, which would absorb seating capacity in the liner system. The The system enhancement provided by the Relay system fleet required to handle the current inflight route mixing is indicated in Figure 13 , traffic along this route might be more nearly 60 which shows two such three-way intersections, one modules, operating perhaps as twelve five-module at each end of north-south leg of the route. As liners.
As 
